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Abstract

The neural style algorithm is successful and popular in transferring styles from one1

image to another. The key insight of this algorithm is that the "style" component2

and the "content" component can be extracted and separated so that a new image3

can be created based on the style of one image and on the content of the other.4

However, the current neural style algorithm is not able to transfer different styles5

to different parts of the images. This report demonstrates a technique that makes6

image segmentation techniques and the neural style algorithm work together to7

produce images with appropriate styles to different segments. Four approaches are8

proposed to address different issues.9

1 Introduction10

Visual creation is full of human being footprints. In the history, visual creation witnesses the power of11

style transferring. Observing mother nature’s work, human beings learn to create artwork with similar12

textures and patterns, like decorations that look like grass and leaves. Observing human bodies and13

social life, human beings learn to create the images of the Gods. Nowaday, human beings are able to14

teach machines to learn and transfer styles of an image since the release of the Neural Style algorithm15

[1]. There are a number of applications that use it to do visual creation.16

Despite the success and popularity of the algorithm, one limitation stops it from the room of real17

creation: it only applies the style to the whole image. This is not a problem for images that contain18

only one type of "objects," like a scenery, a portrait, or a still life painting. But when the image19

contains multiple objects, typically a photograph from everyday life, the limitation renders the20

algorithm useless: how likely people will like their selfie looks like the Starry Night painting? Figure21

1. is one such failure style transfer. On the other hand, it is delighting and meaningful to apply22

different styles to different parts of the image. One may like to use a portrait and a scenery painting23

from the same artist for a group photo during camping. Others may just like the starry night as a24

background for a photo of tall buildings in a city.25

Figure 1: Failure case of the neural style algorithm
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Figure 2: Left: input/content/original image, right: style images used for style transfer

To address this issue and extend the algorithm for more possibilities, this report demonstrates 426

different approaches that leverage image segmentation technique as preprocessing to apply neural27

nets on different segments. The rest of the report begins with a review of the neural style algorithm28

and the segmentation technique. The report then introduces the methodology, the results and the29

discussion of the 4 different approaches. This report uses the following content image (left) and30

style images The Scream and the Black Matter (right) as input to this work. In the demonstration31

of each approach, the person and the background are 2 segments and the task is to transfer the style32

of the The Scream to the background and the Black Matter to the person. This work can also take33

multiple segments as input. Due to the lack of GPU support, the result images are obtained from34

up to 100 iterations. Although this makes the styles applied not visually obvious, it is enough to35

demonstrate this work.36

2 Review of previous work37

2.1 Neural Style [1]38

Neural style algorithm "uses image representations derived from Convolutional Neural Networks39

(CNN) optimised for object recognition, which makes high level image information explicit." The key40

insight of this algorithm is that given an original image to transfer to the style of a style image, the41

content information and style information can be separated and represented by a CNN. The content42

information comes from a deep layer of the feature maps, which is a deep representation of the43

content image that is able to do reconstruction. The style information is built on top of response of a44

layer of feature map using the Gram matrix as the inner product between the vectorised feature maps45

i and j in layer l:46

Gl
ij =

∑
k

F l
ikF

l
jk (1)

The algorithm is built on top of a VGG-Network and uses conv_4 layer for content representation47

and conv_1, conv_2, ..., to conv_5 for style representation. The algorithm starts from capturing the48

content representation from the original image and capturing the style representation from the style49

image. The algorithm then uses a random white noise image, computes the content representation50

and style representation using the same CNN, and performs optimization by measuring the total51

loss between the difference of the content representation Lcontent and the difference of the style52

representation Lstyle. The framework is shown in figure 3.53

2.2 Semantic Segmentation [2]54

Semantic segmentation is the task of clustering parts of images together which belong to the same55

object class. Taking an image as input, a semantic segmentation algorithm assign labels to each pixel56

and produces segments corresponding to each label. It is a pixel level classification of image objects.57

It is also a necessary step for producing semantic segments of an image.58
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Figure 3: Neural style framework [1]

3 Methodology59

3.1 Straightforward Approach60

The most straight forward approach is a multi-pass approach that passes each pair of a content image61

segment and a style image through the neural style algorithm and then combine the corresponding62

results. The general framework is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Framework of Straightforward Approach
63

Although naive, this method addresses the issue of style transfer for different segments, especially64

when the transfer task requires a "clear cut" among the styles of different segments. However, also65

because of the absolute distinction between different segments, the approach will fail when dealing66

with transfer and blend task. For example, an image with Starry Night in the background and The67

Scream style in the foreground, the contrast can be uncomfortable to some people’s aesthetics. A68

solution to this issue is blending the styles. The next section illustrates this part.69

3.2 One-image Approach70

Unlike the previous approach, this approach assumes dependency among different styles. This71

approach takes one content image and applies different style loss function to different segments and72

compute the weighted sum of the different loss. That is to say, this new loss function observes the73
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dependency among different styles. The general framework is shown in the left image of Figure74

5. The name of this approach follows the fact that it takes only one content image as input. This75

approach has only one pass and thus has less complexity compared to the straightforward approach.

Figure 5: Left: framework of One-image Approach. Right: result image of One-image Approach at
100 iteration

76

The style loss function changes to:77

Lstyle(~a, ~x) =
∑
~a
wa

L∑
l=0

wlEl, (2)

Where ~a is multiple style images, ~x is the input image, El is the style loss of the layer l, wl is the78

layer weight of layer losses, and wa is the blending weight of style images. The intuition of this79

loss function is that the loss from transferring different styles all comes together. Thus in order to80

minimize the total loss, the gradient descents from different segments need to redeem the exist of81

others and restrict their own behavior.82

From the result image at the iteration 100 (the right image of Figure 5), it is observable that the style83

transfer from The Scream favors the cool color part, with respect to the style transfer from the other84

image which is black and white. At the mean time, the style transfer from the black-and-white image85

is not harsh in color and favors the texture, with respect to the style transfer from the colorful The86

Scream.87

However, the result is not desirable to some extend in that the result image does not looks like The88

Scream in some parts and the other black-and-white image in other parts. The reason is two-fold. First,89

the style transfer happens across different layers through out the deep neural network representation90

and thus the segments in the result image will have slight overlap. But this overlap means redundant91

loss computation to the boundary area and thus the result image above shows total blending of two92

styles and renders the shape of the objects start fading. Second, the style loss Lstyle is uniformly93

distributed across the image so that a certain style exhibiting in a style image can appear anywhere in94

the new image. This is why the sky becomes in the result image actually inherits the style from the95

left and right side part of The Scream. The following sections address these issues.96

3.3 One-image Approach with Locality Loss97

This approach mainly remedies the first issue mentioned above: transfer overlapping. The overlapping98

issue can be seen from the following figure, which is the result of the 20th iteration from transferring99

only the person (left) and only the background (right). One the left-hand side, the style that is100

supposed to apply to only the person also affects the boundary, especially around his shoulder and101

makes the area cooler in color. On the right-hand side, the style that is supposed to apply to only102

the background also affects the person, especially alongside the face, making it colorful. This is not103

an implementation error but because the high-level feature layer in a CNN corresponds to multiple104

pixels in the low level.105

Since the architecture is inevitable in causing this issue, this approach seeks penalty to the repeated106

loss on the boundary area and introduces a new locality loss that measures the pixel distance to the107

nearest zero-intensity pixel (pixel in a mask).108
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Figure 6: Failure cases of One-image Approach: transfer overlapping

Lloc(~p) =
∑
i,s

min
k
||P s

i − P s
0k|| (3)

Where P s
i is the coordinate of a pixel inside a segment s of the content image ~p, and P s

0k is the109

coordinate of a pixel in the corresponding mask image. The idea is that the further to the boundary of110

different segments, the stronger penalty should apply so as to reduce the repeated loss summation111

from overlapping of different style transfer. Strictly speaking this Lloc is more like a regularization112

term than a loss function because no evaluation of its derivative takes place. But for convenience the113

name works. The computation involves worst case square time in the number of content image pixels,114

but only takes place once.115

The total loss Ltotal thus changes to:116

Lstyle = αLcontent + βLstyle + γLloc (4)

The result images at iteration 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 are shown below to demonstrate the power of117

this small but insightful fine-tuning. The issue occurred in the right image of Figure 5 does not show118

up (both after 100 iterations). Throughout the reconstruction process, the optimization focuses on the119

area away from the boundaries of two segments.120

Figure 7: Results at iteration 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 using One-image Approach with Locality Loss

3.4 One-image Approach with Localized Style121

This approach addresses the second issue mentioned above: uniform distributed style. Strictly122

speaking, this is not an issue because defining the style as one number for the entire image captures123

the definition of "style." Style, or genre should be an overall identity of an image; otherwise, a piece124

of an image can exhibits the same style with a piece of the other image. However, when we have125

segments from the content image, transferring style from certain areas of an image makes sense. For126

example, a photo can have a the background looks like the Starry Night and the people looks like the127

person in The Scream. In a sense, this extends the creativity of neural style algorithm.128

To apply the style locally, this approach computes the style representation Al,s and Gl,s, takes the129

derivative of the style loss El,s at each layer at each segment. With respect to a certain segment s,130

this derivative131
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∂El

∂F l,s
i,j

=

{
l
Z ((F l,s)T (Gl,s −Al,s))ji ifF l

i,j > 0
0 ifF l

i,j < 0
(5)

Where Z is a normalization factor. The naive straightforward approach also essentially takes care132

of optimization regarding to each segments, but it does not consider the total loss and also the133

dependency of the different styles and segments.134

Due to the limitation of computation resource, the result of this approach has not been computed.135

4 Future Work136

The initialization is critical.A large learning rate will lead the algorithm to quickly apply style to the137

parts where the low level features are the most similar, for example, color and texture but soon gets138

trapped to local minimum. A slow learning rate will remedy this issue but cause slow computation.139

Thus, normalization over the low level features can be appealing because these features will be140

ultimately replaced by the ones from the style image and on the other hand the content representation141

only focused on the high level deep features.142

Also, to compute the loss between representations, i.e. Lcontent and Lstyle, the original paper uses143

traditional pixel level 2-norm. Alternatively, a network can be used to compute the similarity by144

representing the concatenation of the two feature representations with certain non-linearity.145
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